Accelerate the process of creating icons and preview images for Adobe Exchange for Creative Cloud.

**Target Audience**

This extension is meant to support developers who are creating assets for Adobe Exchange and want to streamline the process to ensure compliance with Adobe Creative Cloud.

**Value Proposition**

This Photoshop template (in PSD format) will help. It includes correctly sized artboards for the icon, featured and preview images you may need when submitting a product to Adobe Exchange.

- Artboards make creating and exporting your design easy
- Organized Layers
- Instructions inside file

Once you have created your image assets sign in to the Exchange Developer Portal with your Adobe ID and create a new product listing or update the images on one of your existing products.

**Qualifying Questions**

To determine if a Creative Cloud developer would benefit from accessing this extension, you can ask the following questions:

- Are you developing for Adobe Creative Cloud?
- Do you want to publish your integration on Adobe Exchange for Creative Cloud?
- Do you need help ensuring that your assets will be accepted to be published on the first submission?